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Proposal #: 5355384

Date: December 13, 2022

Contact Information

The Sourcewell Contract #030421-SIE and the customer Sourcewell member ID# 115183

Sales Executive: David E. Metzger

Branch Address:
3021 N Commerce Parkway
Miramar
FL, 33025

Telephone: 954-292-4380

Email Address: David_Metzger@Siemens.com

Customer Contact:

Customer: CITY OF PEMBROKE PINES

Address: 601 City Center Way

Pembroke Pines, FL 33025-4459

Services shall be provided at: CITY OF PEMBROKE PINES

501 NW 103RD AVE, PEMBROKE PINESFL33026

City of Pembroke Pines
601 City Center Way,

Pembroke Pines, FL 33025-4459
Sourcewell Member ID# 115183
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Scope of Work
Siemens Industry, Inc. understands Pembroke Pines Senior Residence LLC. has the desire to upgrade their

fire alarm and detection system at the Pembroke Pines Senior Residence.

Siemens Industry, Inc. (Siemens) is pleased to provide Pembroke Pines Senior Residence LLC. with the

following proposal to upgrade the existing Siemens MXLV fire alarm system to our most advanced fire alarm

offering: The Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV. The existing MXLV components

and panels currently installed at your facility have reached the end of life expectancy and are no longer

manufactured. The costs associated with maintaining the current system, along with limited parts

availability, outdated technology, and the increasing potential for system down time due to aging panel

components are all contributing factors to the obsolescence of the MXL.

Our solution will utilize your existing infrastructure, thus minimizing downtime and unnecessary capital

expense. Our migration strategy leverages the MXLV components to allow the XLSV system to connect and

operate existing devices. This eliminates the need to replace field devices or wiring. With no new wiring

involved, the disruption to your facility is minimal and the need to train your personnel on new devices is

eliminated. Cabinet retrofit packages allow your old MXLV panels to house your new XLSV system

components, further reducing costs and system downtime. The MXLV to XLSV Migration Solution is much

more cost effective and efficient than a total system replacement and will minimize (or virtually eliminate)

business disruptions during the transition.
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Benefits of a Migration Strategy
The MXLV fire alarm system has been part of the Siemens product offering since 1990, and has been

protecting your customers, guests and personnel at this facility. While you've had to replace other assets in

your facility to keep up with changing technology, the always-reliable MXLV remained. However, as new

technologies and product innovations evolve, components of earlier technologies often become obsolete. As

a result, Siemens has phased out the availability of MXLV components and maintenance as well as new MXLV

installations.

As your trusted advisor and business partner, Siemens is backing our commitment to help you stay current

with new technology by extending the value from your past system investments. This migration strategy

allows you to leverage your past investments in engineering, programming, training, hardware and software.

The strategy enables you to migrate from an MXLV to a Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the

FireFinder® XLSV system while extending the life of existing field wiring, cabinets, initiating devices and

notification appliances.

Migrating to the latest technology is easy. It requires replacing the head-end components of your current

MXL system with new Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV components. The

notification signaling card in the Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV interfaces with

your existing notification hardware including strobes, horns, speakers and combined devices. Most of your

current field devices and cabinets' back-boxes remain untouched.

Once you've migrated to the Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV, not only will you

be using the most state-of-the-art life safety system, you will be positioned for the future technologies

including mass notification, global networking, internet reporting advancements as well as groundbreaking

new fire detection being developed by Siemens Fire Safety & Security, Building Technologies.
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Advantages of Modernizing with XLS
The Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV family gives you everything you need to

ensure code compliance, continuity of communications, and a smart investment. With more power, more

flexibility, greater capacities, and a high performance full-color user interface—the fastest, most intelligent

fire safety system available offers premium features and options that address the needs of today while

remaining ready for the future. Facilities of all sizes can take advantage of faster processor speeds and state-

of-the-art features which define the Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV. The

Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV head-end features a large 6" Color LCD screen

and intelligence programmed into the system. With larger text, intuitive prompts, and clear graphics, both

first responders and maintenance personnel will find it easy to read and operate.

The Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV interface includes:

• Premier panel for complex applications such as a campus or high-rise

• Fast processing speed enables voice, smoke control and fire alarm in a single node

• Compatible with a wide range of detectors, including Siemens high performance ASAtechnology™

with or without CO, as well as traditional cost-competitive detectors

• High-level interface fully integrates with intelligent VESDA detectors offering a competitive detection

solution for datacenters and clean rooms.

• Sophisticated Operators Interface, color-coded events provides at-a-glance insight to the nature of the

alarm

• 8-Channel audio system supporting 300 digital messages that exceeds government and Mass

Notification System (MNS) specifications

• Practical migration path from MXLV creates cost-effective solution for modernizing older nodes

• True ring topology for survivability and reduced wiring cost
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Advantages of Modernizing with XLS

Existing Wire – The system can be connected to existing field device and notification circuit wiring, which

saves time and money on retrofits. To further reduce installation costs, there's no need for shielded wire on

intelligent detector loops, notification appliance circuits or telephone circuits which may cause more ground

faults.

SureWire™ technology – is polarity insensitive, achieves the state of an ‘intelligent device' through its highly

advanced method of address programming and supervision ─ combined with its sophisticated, bidirectional

FACP communication. Another big time-saver, polarity insensitive wiring allows fire detection devices to

operate flawlessly even when detector and module wiring polarity are inverted on the wrong screw

terminals. This feature is so innovative it has been awarded a US patent. When wiring polarity doesn't need to

be observed, wiring troubleshooting is greatly reduced.

No False Alarm Guarantee

ASA technology™ (Advanced Signal Analysis) is a highly advanced technology based on our forward\

backward light scattering technology and redundant sensors. Detectors with ASA technology intelligently

detect smoke, heat, and carbon monoxide in any environment – virtually eliminating false alarms. In fact, our

ASA detectors are so reliable that we even offer you a No False Alarm Guarantee
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Project Scope of Work
Siemens Industry, Inc. (Siemens) will provide the equipment and services listed as per the contents herein,

based on our preliminary survey on October 25, 2018, the annual T&I report. This proposal is based upon the

assumption that there is adequate audible and visual coverage in the facility, that not all existing strobes are

synchronized. This will be addressed by an alternate scope of work as required for synchronization. The

following details define the extent of the Siemens Industry, Fire Safety & Security (FSS) upgrade solution.

Engineering & Permits.

1. Initialization – Upon award of the contract Siemens Industry, Inc. (Siemens) will initiate our Project

Engineering team for the preparation of the documents for the plans review and permit process.

2. Professional Consultant – Siemens will submit our design drawings to a registered professional

consultant for construction permit documentation.

3. Permit Process – Siemens will submit the drawings and permit documentation to the local Fire Plans

Review Department for review and approval. The initial review normally requires subsequent

resubmissions based upon their review comments. Siemens is prepared to meet with the officials in

order to expedite the final acceptance and approval. Any additions or changes to this scope of work

may require modification to this contract either as clarifications or change order. Upon receipt of the

permit, Siemens will proceed with the phased installation.

Installation

Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV MLC Line Card Upgrade – Siemens will

install the new Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV components into the

existing Siemens MXLV cabinets.

Siemens Industry, Inc. will replace each of the existing MXL panel components with new XLS panel

components within the existing cabinets, for Signaling Line Circuits (SLC), Notification Appliances Circuit &

Auxiliary Control Circuits, for a one-for-one re-termination of existing fire alarm circuits at the control panel

location. Some XLS circuits will require the replacement of the some of the existing end-of-line-resistors at

the field device.

The Siemens Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV Migration plan utilizes the Siemens

field fire alarm devices and maintains the single system U.L. Listing. The Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version

of the FireFinder® XLSV is designed for forward and backward compatibility with the field devices, therefore

providing a seamless migration path while retaining your existing fire alarm assets, and maintaining a single

reliable U.L. Listed fire alarm system. Our Proposal is based on using existing field addressable initiating,

control and notifications appliances etc.

Siemens will include an upgrade voice message for Bi-Lingual Messaging - Spanish and English.
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The Siemens Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV Migration plan utilizes the existing

wire for this project. There is a minimal allowance for wire in this proposal for the inter connection between

and within the control panels only. Siemens will reconnect the existing wire if free from short and grounds. If

however during the installation we find the existing wire is unusable we will advise the Owner as to the exact

extent and condition. Additional wire, labor &/or conduit may be handled on a separate proposal.

The existing MXL remote annunciator alarm panels will be replaced with a new SSD Remote LCD Display

annunciator.
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Project Scope of Work
100% NFPA Reacceptance Test & Certification.

• Inspect all fire alarm control panels and remote fire alarm panels for condition and functional

operations.

• Inspect and test all annunciator indicators and circuits both visually and by device activation.

• Inspect all of the output relays and test their operations.

• Perform the system test per circuit and battery load tests.

• Inspect and exercise all flow switches and tamper switches for reporting operations.

• Inspect all smoke detectors for operation and cleanliness.

• Test non-restorable heat detector circuits by simulating electrical operation at the wiring connection.

• Perform a functional test of all accessible heat actuating devices, both electrically and pneumatically in

accordance with the manufacture's specifications.

• Inspect and exercise all supervisory control valves and switches.

• During the testing of the system, we will activate outputs for equipment shutdown, start-up of the

HVAC and capture of the elevators controls.

• Compile a complete report of the inspection, explaining all deficiencies and recommended corrective

action to be taken in accordance with recognized codes for care and maintenance.

• Once the system is 100% accepted, we will tag the system as complete and operational.

AHJ Inspections, Acceptance and Completion

1. Start up and completion time – Siemens Industry estimates that the installation will be complete in

within 180 days after the issuance of the permit by the local AHJ and your authorization for

implementation. This schedule is subject to change as required to accommodate the owner, building

occupants, accessibility or unforeseen events.

2. Test & Final Inspection Certificates – A final inspection and test with the Authority Having Jurisdiction,

as provided under this scope of work, will be done in compliance with the testing, inspection and

certification requirements of the state and local AHJ. The final inspection is not to exceed 1 week.

3. If the AHJ Acceptance Test is to be provided after normal business hours, then the owner is responsible

for both the AHJ & Siemens Industry overtime fees on a separate proposal.

4. Any Moves-Adds-Changes to devices and location during the acceptance test by the AHJ will be

handled on a separate proposal.

Pembroke Pines Senior Residence – Coordination and assistance.

1. Pembroke Pines Senior Residence – will designate the Owners representative that will assist and

work with Siemens Industry to assure a successful and complete project.

2. Coordinate and interface work with the occupants/guests and other trades to avoid any difficulties

during the work. Pembroke Pines Senior Residence and Siemens personnel will work together on a

scheduled and published management plan to coordinate the work.

3. Provide access to all building support areas involved with this installation, either with or without

escort.

4. During the installation process there will be times that the system will be "off-line". This may include
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the need for a fire watch. We will notify the owner's representative to provide the appropriate life

safety action. We exclude any fire watch services.

5. Storage & Parking – The owner shall provide parking for at least 3 vehicles and a secure area for the

storage of equipment, materials and tools.
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Qualifications

1. Siemens Industry, Inc. (Siemens) will provide a complete installation of the equipment listed in this
proposal and as described herein. The installation will be done during normal business hours (M-F 

8-5), exclusive of Siemens Holidays. Certification testing and AHJ reacceptance testing will be done 
after normal business hours on overtime.

2. Siemens Industry, Inc. includes a one-year warranty on all labor and new material from defect, form the
first beneficial use of the system.

3. Siemens will provide a certificate of insurance and licensing information prior to beginning work.

4. Siemens includes user training, operation/maintenance manuals and as build fire alarm drawings.

5. Siemens will sub-contract the services of an electrical consulting engineering for the permit.
6. It is assumed that the existing fire alarm system and its field wiring are fully functional and operating

normally. Repair of any pre-existing conditions are excluded from this proposal.
7. We will reuse your existing fire alarm devices and assets, including conduit, raceway, wire and boxes.

We will reuse existing addressable initiating and control devices, such as pull stations, detectors and the 
interface control and monitor modules. Additionally, we will reuse existing notification appliances, such 
as fireman's phone jacks, speakers, strobes and power supplies.

8. The Siemens XLS Migration plan utilizes the Siemens field fire alarm devices which are UL listed as one
system. Siemens has designed the panels and devices for both forward and backward compatibility to 
provide a seamless migration path while retaining the existing fire alarm assets and providing a single 
reliable fire alarm system.

9. The replacement of faulty notification, control and initiating devices are not included, or the repair of 
damaged conduit and wiring. Any device replacement or repairs will be replaced on a separate proposal

10. Siemens excludes the repair or removal of existing electrical violations not specified in this quotation or
scope of work.

11. The proposed scope of work is to provide an upgraded fire alarm system and does not provide for
modifications to existing life safety support systems. Smoke evacuation monitor & controls, emergency 
generators, elevators and other system operations will be reconnected as originally installed. Siemens

– excludes elevator/fire pump control upgrades/modifications and smoke evacuation system testing.
12. Any alteration or deviation from the above involving additional costs or time will be performed

following the acceptance by Siemens Industry, Inc. of a written order.
13. Payment Schedule – 20% Upon the award and receipt of a contract which will cover the cost of

mobilization, permitting and startup of the installation process. We will provide invoicing on a monthly 

basis for material received or stored and/or labor performed based on the percentage of project 

completion. "A schedule for monthly billing will be established for material and labor. Monthly invoices 

will be due within 30 days of invoice date." The balance of 5% will be due upon acceptance by the local 

AHJ.

14. This Proposal is based on the Siemens Building Technologies, Inc. Standard Terms and Conditions and 

the "Scope of Work" and are to be considered part of this proposal. This proposal may be withdrawn by

Siemens Building Technologies, Inc., if not accepted by January 31st,2023.
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All contracts must be reviewed and accepted by Siemens Building Technologies, Buffalo Grove, IL

15. Siemens excludes cutting, patching, painting, or finishing of any floors, walls or ceilings.

16. Siemens excludes fire watch which may be required due to circumstances beyond our control.

17. Siemens excludes permit fees, man-lifts, or replacement of any ceiling tiles.
18. Siemens includes permit application, inspections, surface freight (unless otherwise noted) and 

applicable taxes.

19. This proposal does not include any moves-adds-changes to the notification appliances.
20. Notwithstanding Article 17 of the Siemens RAM Projects Business Standard Terms and Conditions, the 

parties shall comply with the requirements of Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.
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Upgrade to new Addressable devices.

• Upgrade detection to our New C-Line detectors'. These State-of-the-art photoelectric, light-
scattering, addressable detectors utilize advanced detection algorithms. The C-Line detectors'

integrated algorithms which are easily adjusted to room or building changes. A highly advanced

technology based on our multiple fire signatures, employed to reduce false alarms – where only

occasional deceptive phenomena occur. These detectors are an economical, reliable solution for

standard applications. This will be on a one for one basis replace the existing device in the existing

location.

• New addressable pull stations shall be installed at the appropriate heights as defined under the

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). This will be on a one for one basis replace the existing device in

the existing location.

• New Duct Mounted Smoke Detectors – replace the existing duct mounted smoke detectors with new

photoelectric addressable units. This will be on a one for one basis replace the existing device in the

existing location.

• New monitoring modules shall be installed for individual addressable annunciation of each sprinkler,

water flow, tamper switch and PIV/shutoff valves as required by code.

• New addressable monitor modules shall be installed to replace existing. This will be on a one for one

basis replace the existing device in the existing location.

• New addressable control modules shall be installed to replace existing. This will be on a one for one

basis replace the existing device in the existing location.

• New Synchronized LED Visual Notification devices to replace existing in the public Hallways
only. Siemens will replace the non-synchronized strobes in the Hallways on a one-for-one basis with

new synchronized strobes.
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Alternates:
Add Alternate – New 520Hz Speakers - Synchronized LED Visual Notification devices to replace
existing. Siemens will replace the old speakers for new 520Hz type and the non-synchronized strobes in the

facility on a one-for-one basis with new synchronized strobes. This work will be done by circuit and/or by

floor.

Add Alternate - IP and GSM (cellular) communicator - Fire alarm systems are required to be monitored off-

site using approved methods and technologies. PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) is obsolete and is

in the process of being phased out nationally. In order to continue to support the need for off-site

monitoring, Siemens is pleased to provide the latest in IP and GSM (cellular) communicators for off-premises

monitoring

Add Alternate – Desigo CC – Building Control Center
As an alternate to this proposal, the system upgrade could be expanded to include our Desigo CC building

control center. The new control center helps you improve building performance by integrating a wide range

of systems including building automation, fire and life safety, lighting, IP cameras, and power and energy.

Desigo CC offers you a new way to manage your building by giving you the personalized, actionable

information you need to gain optimal control of your facility today and long into the future. You can gain a

new level of control over your building's fire and life safety systems.
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Desigo CC supports Desigo® Modular Fire Safety version of the FireFinder® XLSV®, MXLV®, and Desigo® Fire

Safety fire panels. It can also integrate to Siemens Video Surveillance, Card Access Control and Building
Automation systems, providing a Total Building Solution with one system.

Inclusions
1. Bacon-Davis - Prevailing wages

2. Freight

3. Engineering

4. Project Management for Siemens Scope of work

5. System Commissioning and Final Pretest

6. Final AHJ Testing and certification

7. Fire Alarm Submittal to customer

8. Fire Alarm Submittal to AHJ

9. Professional Engineers stamp which may be required

10. Demolition of the existing fire alarm system

11. One (1) year warranty

12. Customer training

13. Final connection to the control panel

14. Three (3) submittals

15. Three (3) O&M manuals

16. Programming

17. Bi-Lingual Message- Spanish and English

18. Permit application and processing. Fees paid directly by owner.
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Exclusions
1. Sales Tax (please provide tax exempt certification)

2. Offsite monitoring systems fees

3. Cost associated with multiple trips to the job site due to incompletion by others

4. Working in areas containing hazardous materials

5. Cost associated with schedule acceleration or multiple unplanned phases

6. Telephone line for DACT

7. Ceiling removal or replacement, patching and painting

8. Costs associated with bypassing the system during construction

9. Building and construction permit fees

10. Base building cad drawings from which to base or design

11. Ceiling and/or wall removal, replacement, patching, and painting

12. Overtime ( except as specifically noted)

13. After hours work (except as specifically noted)

14. Additional testing due to others

15. 120 VAC power

16. Supply or installation of any electrical conduits, cables, wiring or back boxes, and equipment

17. Performance or payment bonds

18. Bonding or special insurance

19. Fire caulking

20. Scaffolding and lifts (except as specifically noted)

21. Knox box

22. Shunt trip breakers

23. Security system interface or door lock release

24. NO Permit costs associated with scope.
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Equipment List
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Sell Price

Total Quote Price $277,209.05
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THE PRICES STATED HEREIN ARE BASED ON THE TERMS OF ONLY THE SOURCEWELL CONTRACT
AND ATTACHED SIEMENS STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
FERDERAL TERMS REQUIRED WHEN FEDERAL FUNDING IS USED. BY PARTICIPATING IN THE 
SOURCEWELL PROGRAM, PARTICIPATING ENTITIES HAVE AGREED TO USE THE SOURCEWELL 
CONTRACT AND ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

The Sourcewell Contract #030421-SIE and the customer Sourcewell member ID# 115183

Payment Terms

Payment Terms Acceptance Agreement
The total price of: $277,209.05 and the estimated return on investment are based on the items outlined in 
this proposal. ANY statements made herein regarding savings that may be achieved by implementing the 
services offered in this proposal are estimates only. No warranty, either expressed or implied, shall be 
construed to arise from such statements, nor shall such statements be construed as constituting a guarantee 

by Siemens that such savings will occur if the services are implemented.

Terms and Conditions Disclaimer
The Customer acknowledges that when approved by the Customer and accepted by Siemens Industry, Inc.:
(i) the Proposal and the Contract Terms and Conditions, (together with any other documents incorporated

into the forgoing) shall constitute the entire agreement of the parties with respect to its subject matter 
(collectively, hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement") and (ii) in the event of any conflict between the 

terms and conditions of the Proposal and the terms and conditions of The Contract Terms and Conditions, the 

Contract Terms and Conditions shall control.

BY EXECUTION HEREOF, THE SIGNER CERTIFIES THAT (S)HE HAS READ ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
AND DOCUMENTS, THAT SIEMENS OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES HAVE MADE NO AGREEMENTS OR 
REPRESENTATIONS EXCEPT AS SET FORTH THEREIN, AND THAT (S)HE IS DULY AUTHORIZED TO EXECUTE THE 

SIGNATURE PAGE ON BEHALF OF THE CUSTOMER.

This Proposal is based on the Siemens Industry, Inc. Standard Terms and Conditions and the "Scope of Work" 
and are to be considered part of this proposal. Proposal is valid until January 31st, 2023. Payment is due within 

30 days of invoice date.

Payment Terms: as referenced in Section 13 of this Agreement
Total: $277,209.05
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Signature Page

Proposed by: Accepted by:

Siemens Industry, Inc.

______________________________________
Company

CITY OF PEMBROKE PINES

_____________________________________
Company

David E. Metzger

______________________________________
Name

_____________________________________
Name (Printed)

5355384

______________________________________
Proposal #

_____________________________________
Signature

$277,209.05

______________________________________
Proposal Amount

_____________________________________
Title

December 13, 2022 

______________________________________
Date

_____________________________________
Date

_____________________________________
Purchase Order #
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Summerlin 
Jr Howard

Digitally signed by Summerlin Jr Howard 
DN: serialNumber=Z0014XDZ, 
givenName=Howard, sn=Summerlin Jr, 
o=Siemens, cn=Summerlin Jr Howard 
Date: 2022.12.13 10:38:38 -05'00'

Digitally signed by Russel Deborah
DN: cn=Russel Deborah, 
o=Siemens, 
email=debbie.russel@siemens.com
Date: 2022.12.13 11:25:20 -05'00'

Russel 
Deborah

mangieril
Debbie Russel

mangieril
Joe Summerlin with line
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SIEMENS RAM PROJECTS BUSINESS STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
 

PREAMBLE 
 

THESE STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS entered into by and between the entity identified in 
Siemens’ proposal ("Buyer" or “Customer”) and Siemens Industry, Inc., a Delaware Corporation 
(“Siemens”), are effective as of the Effective Date hereof.  These Standard Terms and Conditions 
incorporate Siemens’ proposal (the “Proposal”).  
 

ARTICLE 1 
DEFINITIONS 

 
As used in this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings set forth below: 

“Agreement” has the meaning set forth in Article 18.1. 

“Affiliate” means, as to a specified Person, any other Person that, directly or indirectly, controls or is 
controlled by or is under common control with the Person in question and, with respect to Siemens or Buyer, 
is not a competitor of, or in litigation or arbitration with, Siemens or Buyer, as the case may be. 

“Applicable Laws” means all applicable laws, including Environmental Laws, treaties, ordinances, rules, 
regulations and interpretations of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the design, 
engineering, fabrication, manufacturing, delivery, assembly, erection, installation, and/or the performance 
of the Parties’ obligations under this Agreement.  

“Applicable Permits” means the permits, clearances, licenses, authorizations, consents, filings, exemptions 
or approvals from or required by any Governmental Authority that are necessary for the performance of the 
Parties’ obligations under this Agreement. 

“Asbestos” shall mean and include chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremolite asbestos, anthophyllite 
asbestos, actinolite asbestos, and any of these minerals that has been chemically treated and/or altered. 

“Buyer Caused Delay” means any delay in Siemens’ or its Subcontractors’ performance of the Work which 
is caused by (i) Buyer’s or any Buyer Party’s failure to timely perform its obligations under this Agreement, 
or (ii) any other event or cause which is beyond the control or not the responsibility of Siemens or any of its 
Subcontractors, and is not otherwise a Force Majeure Event.   

 “Buyer Party” or “Buyer Parties” means Buyer, any Affiliate of Buyer, and any of their respective contractors, 
subcontractors, employees, laborers, materialmen, agents or representatives which is not a competitor of 
Siemens. 

 “Contract Price” means the cumulative price payable by Buyer with respect to all Work which Siemens 
shall perform or provide in connection with this Agreement, as the same is set forth in Section 4.1 of this 
Agreement. 

“Convenience Termination Payment” has the meaning set forth in Section 13.2. 

 “Deliverables” means collectively, (a) any Equipment and any Software deliverable to Buyer from Siemens  
in connection with the Work, and (b) any Work Product. 

 “Effective Date” means the last date on which this Agreement became fully executed (either electronically 
or otherwise). 

“Environmental Laws” means applicable national, state, commonwealth, provincial, municipal, and local 
laws as well as all rules, regulations, codes, standards, permits, directives, or ordinances that impose 
liability or standards of conduct (including disclosure or notification requirements) concerning the protection 
of human health or the environment, including, without limitation, all laws affecting, controlling, limiting, 
regulating, pertaining, or relating to the manufacture, possession, presence, use, generation, storage, 
transportation, detection, monitoring, treatment, Release, disposal, abatement, cleanup, removal, 
remediation, or handling of Hazardous Materials. 
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“Equipment” means the installed physical equipment to be provided by Siemens as described in greater 
detail in the Proposal. 

“Event of Default” has the meaning set forth in Section 13.1. 

“Final Completion Date” means that the date on which all the Work has been completed including all punch 
list items. 

 “Force Majeure Event” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.2. 

“Governmental Authority” means any federal, state, local or other governmental, judicial, public or statutory 
instrumentality, tribunal, agency, authority, body or entity, or any political subdivision thereof, having legal 
jurisdiction over the matter or Person in question.   

“Hazardous Materials” means any material, substance, or waste, that, by reason of its composition or 
characteristics, is hazardous to human health and/or the environment, including any “solid waste” or 
“hazardous waste,” as those terms are defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, 
as amended, any “hazardous substance,” as that term is defined by the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, and any other hazardous, toxic or 
radioactive chemical, waste, byproduct, pollutant, contaminant, compound, product, material or substance, 
including without limitation, Asbestos, Asbestos containing materials (“ACM”), polychlorinated biphenyls, 
petroleum (including crude oil or any fraction or byproduct thereof), hydrocarbons, radon, urea, urea 
formaldehyde, and any other material that is prohibited, controlled, limited or regulated in any manner under 
any Environmental Laws. 

“Import Duties” means any taxes, customs duties, tariffs, fees, imposts and governmental charges of any 
kind that are payable upon or in relation to the importation of the components of the Equipment into the 
Country where the Work is to occur. Import Duties do not include any property, license, privilege, sales, 
use, excise, value added, gross receipts (including any business, occupation or similar taxes) and/or 
transactional taxes now or hereafter applicable to, measured by, or imposed upon or with respect to the 
transaction, the Equipment, or their sale, their value or their use, or any services performed in connection 
therewith imposed by any federal, state or local Governmental Authority in the location where the Work is 
to be performed. 

“Indemnitor” has the meaning set forth in Section 14.1. 

“Indemnitee” has the meaning set forth in Section 14.1. 

 “Notice to Proceed” shall mean the written notice issued by Buyer to Siemens stating that Siemens may 
begin the Work. 

 “Party” or “Parties” means, respectively, Buyer, Siemens or both, as the context requires. 

“Patent Cooperation Treaty” means an international patent law treaty, concluded in 1970, that provides a 
unified procedure for filing patent applications to protect inventions in each of its more than one hundred 
and forty-five (145) contracting states.  

“Person” or “Persons” means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company, association, 
joint stock company, trust, unincorporated organization, joint venture, government or political subdivision 
or agency thereof. 

“Proposal” means the document that is made part of this Agreement that describes the Work and the pricing 
applicable to the Project. 

“Project” is as identified in the Proposal. 

“Project Site” means the particular site designated by Buyer on which the Project shall be located. 

 “Release” shall mean any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, discharging, injecting, 
escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing of any Hazardous Materials into the environment, including the 
abandonment or discard of barrels, containers, and other closed receptacles containing any Hazardous 
Materials.  
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“Siemens Parties” means Siemens, any Affiliate of Siemens, and any of their respective Subcontractors, 
employees, laborers, materialmen, agents or representatives, and “Siemens Party” means any of the 
foregoing. 

“Software” means any software that is owned or licensed by Siemens or its Affiliates and that is separately 
deliverable for use in the Equipment or in a computer system owned by Buyer or is delivered as firmware 
embedded in the Equipment. 

“Subcontractor(s)" means any Person of any tier supplying material, equipment, labor, goods or services 
to Siemens in connection with the Work and obligations of Siemens under the Agreement.  

“Substantial Completion” or “Substantially Complete” means that the Work, or any identifiable portion 
thereof, is sufficiently complete, in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement relating to the scope 
of the Work, such that the Buyer will be able to realize from such Work substantially all of the practical 
benefits intended to be gained therefrom, or otherwise employ the Work for its intended purpose with only 
punch list items remaining.  

“Termination for Cause” has the meaning set forth in Section 13.1. 

“Warranty” or “Warranties” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.1. 

“Warranty Period” has the meaning set forth in Section 9.4. 

“Work” means Siemens’ scope of work with respect to the Equipment, major components, spare parts and 
associated services and other work supplied by or on account of Siemens and its Subcontractors pursuant 
to its obligations specified in this Agreement and as identified as Siemens’ responsibility in the Proposal. 

“Work Product” means the tangible form of a report or drawing specifically developed for, commissioned by 
and deliverable to Buyer in connection with the Work to be performed by Siemens under this Agreement 

“Work Schedule” means that certain schedule governing Siemens’ provision of the Work as set forth in the 
Proposal. 

ARTICLE 2  
PERFORMANCE OF THE WORK  

AND OBLIGATIONS OF SIEMENS 

2.1 Work to be Performed by Siemens. 

2.1.1 General.  

Buyer hereby retains Siemens as an independent contractor, not an agent or employee of Buyer, 
to perform and provide, or cause to be performed and provided, and Siemens hereby agrees to 
perform and provide, or cause to be performed or provided, all of the Work specified as being within 
Siemens’ scope of Work, all in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.   

2.1.2  Standard of Care, 

The Work shall be conducted in a manner consistent with the degree of care and skill ordinarily 
exercised by reputable firms performing the same or similar work in the same locale acting under 
similar circumstances or conditions.   

2.2 Scheduling and Monitoring of Milestones. 

Except to the extent that Siemens is entitled to a Scope Change Order or other relief provided for in this 
Agreement, Siemens shall perform its Work in accordance with the Work Schedule.  Further, Siemens shall 
provide periodic reports to Buyer concerning the status of Siemens’ activities, including information 
pertaining to the progress of the Work and any circumstances known at the time of reporting which could 
be anticipated to cause a material deviation from the Work Schedule.   

2.3 Siemens Documents.  

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, within fifteen (15) days of receipt of any Siemens 
document required to be submitted to Buyer for review under this Agreement, Buyer shall notify Siemens 
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of any resulting comments or questions.  If Buyer fails to respond within such period, then such drawing or 
document shall be deemed to have been reviewed and approved by Buyer as submitted.  Siemens shall, 
within fifteen (15) days of Buyer’s notification of any comments or questions on any Siemens document 
respond to Buyer’s comments or questions, provided that Siemens shall not be required to change the 
design of the Equipment pursuant to such Buyer comments or questions.   

2.4 Permits. 

Siemens shall obtain and maintain the Applicable Permits required to be obtained by Siemens in its name 
to perform the Work under Applicable Laws (the “Siemens Permits”).  If any Siemens Permit (or application 
therefor) requires action by Buyer, Buyer shall, upon the request of Siemens, take such action as is 
reasonably appropriate.   

2.5 Siemens’ Labor. 

Siemens shall be responsible for the conduct and deeds of its labor and its Subcontractor’s labor in the 
performance of the Work under this Agreement.  However, Siemens shall not interfere with any members 
of any police, military or security force in the execution of their duties. 

2.6 Safety 

Siemens may suspend its performance of the Work at the Project Site, if, in the reasonable opinion of 
Siemens, based upon industry standards and Siemens’ applicable safety programs, conditions at the 
Project Site for which Siemens is not responsible become unsafe for the continued performance of the 
Work and such conditions are not rectified by Buyer immediately.  Siemens shall resume its performance 
of the Work promptly after the unsafe conditions are rectified by Buyer.  Siemens shall be entitled to a 
Scope Change Order to compensate Siemens for the increased cost of its performance and/or schedule 
delay resulting from such suspension of the Work.   

ARTICLE 3 
SUBCONTRACTORS 

Buyer acknowledges that Siemens intends to have portions of the Work performed by Subcontractors 
qualified to perform such Work pursuant to written subcontracts between Siemens and such 
Subcontractors.  No contractual relationship shall exist between Buyer and any Subcontractor with respect 
to the Work.  Siemens shall not have any responsibility, duty or authority to direct, supervise or oversee 
any contractors of Buyer, or their work, or to provide the means, methods or sequence of their work or to 
stop their work.   

ARTICLE 4 
CONTRACT PRICE AND PAYMENTS TO SIEMENS 

4.1 Contract Price and Payment.  

The total Contract Price is as set forth and defined more specifically in the Proposal.  Buyer shall pay the 
total Contract Price to Siemens in accordance with the Proposal.  Each payment, except for the initial 
payment, shall be made by wire transfer, pursuant to wire transfer instructions to be provided by Siemens 
to Buyer, within thirty (30) days from the date of the Siemens invoice therefor or by such other payment 
method acceptable to Siemens. 

The Contract Price is based upon Buyer performing its obligations set forth in this Agreement. 

The Contract Price, schedule, warranty and guarantee obligations are based upon unrestricted working 
hours at, and free access seven (7) days a week, twenty-four (24) hours a day, to the Project Site, including 
free access to any components requiring assembly by Siemens as part of Siemens’ scope of Work.  

4.2 Taxes.  

The Contract Price does not include, and Buyer agrees to reimburse Siemens for, any Import Duties levied 
upon the Equipment, or any federal, state, or local (other than net income taxes imposed on Siemens) 
property, license, privilege, sales, use, excise, value added, gross receipts (including any business, 
occupation or similar taxes) and/or transactional taxes now or hereafter applicable to, measured by, or 
imposed upon or with respect to the transaction, the Equipment or their sale, their value or their use, or any 
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services performed in connection therewith  

Should Buyer be exempt from any sales and/or use taxes, it shall provide Siemens with valid exemption 
documentation upon the Effective Date of the Agreement for the State(s) in which the delivery of the 
Equipment shall take place.  Siemens shall not collect sales and/or use taxes from Buyer if Siemens is 
provided such valid exemption documentation for its files. 

4.3 Disputed Invoices.   

If there is any dispute about any amount invoiced by Siemens, the amount not in dispute shall be promptly 
paid and any disputed amount that is ultimately determined to have been payable shall be paid with interest 
calculated at the rate of one and one-half percent (1.5%) per month, limited by the maximum rate permitted 
by Applicable Law.  The date of the original invoice on which there was a disputed amount shall determine 
the date upon which the disputed amount first became due and payable, irrespective of whether any 
subsequent invoice is issued or reissued in connection with the resolution and payment of the disputed 
amount. 

ARTICLE 5 
BUYER’S RESPONSIBILITIES 

5.1 Buyer shall, at its own cost, do the following:   

(a) Designate a contact person with authority to make decisions for the Buyer regarding the Work 
and provide Siemens with information sufficient to contact such person in an emergency; 

b) Coordinate the work of contractors under Buyer’s sole control so as not to disrupt the Work  
proceeding in an efficient manner; 

(c)  Provide or arrange for 24-hour, 7-day per week access and make all reasonable provisions 
for Siemens to enter any Project Site where Work is to be performed so that Work may proceed in an 
efficient manner; 

(d)  Provide for security for all components of the Work, materials, supplies, other equipment 
required to assemble, erect, install and commission the Work, and any other property owned or 
leased by Buyer, Siemens or any of its Subcontractors located at the Project Site;  

(e)  Permit Siemens to control and/or operate all building controls, systems, apparatus, 
equipment and machinery necessary to perform the Work; 

(f)  Furnish Siemens with blueprints, surveys, legal descriptions, waste management plans and 
all other available information pertinent to the Work and any Project Site where the Work is to be 
performed as may be reasonably requested by Siemens; 

(g) Furnish Siemens with all approvals, permits and consents from Governmental Authorities 
and others as may be required for performance of the Work, except for Siemens Permits; 

(h)  Comply with Applicable Law and provide any notices required to be given to any 
Governmental Authority in connection with the Work, except such notices Siemens has expressly 
agreed in writing to give; 

(i) Furnish Siemens with any contingency plans, safety programs and other policies, plans or 
programs related to any Project Site where the Work is to be performed; and 

(j)  Provide and maintain at the Project Site: (1) suitable electrical service, including clean, stable, 
properly conditioned power, to all Equipment; (2) telephone lines, capacity and connectivity as 
required by such Equipment; and (3) heat, light, air conditioning or other environmental controls, and 
other utilities in accordance with the specifications for the Equipment.  

5.2. Export Import Compliance.   

Buyer acknowledges that Siemens is required to comply with applicable export / import laws and regulations 
relating to the sale, export, import, transfer, assignment, disposal and use of the Equipment, including any 
export / import license requirements.  Buyer agrees that Equipment will not at any time directly or indirectly be 
used, exported, imported, sold, transferred, assigned or otherwise disposed of in a manner which will result in 
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non-compliance with any export / import laws and regulations.  Siemens’ continuing performance hereunder is 
conditioned on compliance with such export / import laws and regulations at all times. 

ARTICLE 6 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 

Prior to any Work being conducted at the Project Site, Buyer shall: (a) identify to Siemens the presence, 
location and quantity of ACM at the Project Site; and (b) either certify that the work area associated with 
Siemens’ scope of Work is free of ACM or take such action as may be required under Environmental Laws 
to abate the ACM and, thereafter, certify that the work area associated with Siemens’ scope of Work is free 
of ACM.  Siemens makes no representation that it is licensed to abate ACM and shall not be obligated to 
install, disturb, handle, or remove any ACM.   

Buyer represents and warrants that, prior to the execution of this Agreement, Buyer has notified Siemens 
in writing of any and all Hazardous Materials known to be present on the Project Site and has: (a) expressly 
identified the nature and location of such Hazardous Materials to Siemens, including the provision of a map 
identifying the same; and (b) provided a copy of any Project Site policies related to such pre-existing 
Hazardous Materials, including, without limitation, material safety data sheets, chemical hygiene plans, 
laboratory procedures, or other items covered or required to be disclosed or maintained pursuant to 
applicable Environmental Laws. 

The Work does not include, either directly or indirectly, performing or arranging for the detection, monitoring, 
handling, storage, removal, transportation, disposal, or treatment of Hazardous Materials.  If any Hazardous 
Materials, including ACM, are encountered at the Project Site, Siemens shall immediately stop all Work in 
the affected area and report the condition to Buyer.  Buyer shall promptly, in accordance with all applicable 
Environmental Laws and at its sole cost and expense, remove or render harmless, or take other actions as 
may be necessary to remediate the hazards associated with any such Hazardous Material, including, 
without limitation, signing and listing Buyer (or the appropriate Buyer Party) as the generator of the 
Hazardous Materials on any waste manifest that may be required by Environmental Laws.  Siemens’ Work 
in the affected area shall not be resumed until Buyer has complied with the foregoing obligations.   

If the existence and remedying of Hazardous Materials at the Project Site results in an increase in Siemens’ 
costs and/or impacts Siemens’ ability to meet its obligations, guarantees, or the Work Schedule under the 
Agreement, Siemens shall be entitled to a Scope Change Order in accordance with the applicable 
provisions of Article 8, increasing the Contract Price and providing an equitable extension of the Work 
Schedule and other provisions of the Agreement affected thereby or otherwise affected by Buyer’s non-
compliance, commensurate with the time reasonably required to overcome such delay and added cost, 
including without limitation, overtime charges for labor and equipment.    

Buyer, on behalf of itself, all Buyer Parties, and the predecessors and successors in interest, insurers, and 
assigns of each of them, shall defend, release, indemnify and hold harmless Siemens, all Siemens Parties 
and the successors and assigns of each of them from and against any and all liability arising under 
Environmental Laws or as a result of any Hazardous Materials at or any environmental condition of the 
Project Site, including, without limitation, fines and penalties, reasonable fees for attorneys, consultants or 
other professionals, and the costs of reporting, investigation, monitoring, containment, cleanup, storage, 
disposal, transportation and any other remedial actions arising under applicable Environmental Laws that 
are incurred by any Indemnitee hereunder for and as a result of: (i) death or bodily injury to any person, (ii) 
destruction or damage to any property, (iii) contamination of or adverse effects on the environment, including 
a Release of any kind, (iv) any violation by Buyer or any Buyer Party of Environmental Laws, and/or (v) a breach 
by Buyer or any Buyer Party of any legal duty arising under applicable Environmental Laws or any obligations 
under the environmental provisions of this Agreement.  This release and indemnity shall survive the termination 
or expiration of this Agreement and shall be construed as broadly as possible under applicable Environmental 
Laws.  

ARTICLE 7 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 
NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING IN THIS AGREEMENT TO THE CONTRARY, SIEMENS SHALL NOT 
BE LIABLE TO BUYER, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT (INCLUDING 
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NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY, INDEMNITY OR ANY OTHER LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY, 
FOR: LOSS OF USE, REVENUE, SAVINGS, PROFIT, INTEREST, GOODWILL OR OPPORTUNITY, 
COSTS OF CAPITAL, COSTS OF REPLACEMENT OR SUBSTITUTE USE OR PERFORMANCE, LOSS 
OF INFORMATION AND DATA, LOSS OF POWER, VOLTAGE IRREGULARITIES OR FREQUENCY 
FLUCTUATION, CLAIMS ARISING FROM THE OTHER PARTY’S THIRD PARTY CONTRACTS, OR FOR 
ANY TYPE OF INDIRECT, SPECIAL, LIQUIDATED, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, COLLATERAL, 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY OTHER LOSS OR COST OF A SIMILAR 
TYPE. 

SIEMENS’ MAXIMUM LIABILITY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT IS THE ACTUAL PURCHASE PRICE 
RECEIVED BY SIEMENS FOR THE EQUIPMENT THAT GAVE RISE TO THE CLAIM. 

EACH PARTY AGREES THAT THE EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS IN THIS ARTICLE 7 WILL 
PREVAIL OVER ANY CONFLICTING TERMS AND CONDITIONS IN THIS AGREEMENT AND MUST BE 
GIVEN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT, WHETHER OR NOT ANY OR ALL SUCH REMEDIES ARE 
DETERMINED TO HAVE FAILED OF THEIR ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.  THESE LIMITATIONS OF 
LIABILITY ARE EFFECTIVE EVEN IF EITHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED BY THE OTHER OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THE WAIVERS AND DISCLAIMERS OF LIABILITY, RELEASES 
FROM LIABILITY AND LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY EXPRESSED IN THIS ARTICLE 7 EXTEND TO 
EACH PARTYS’ AFFILIATES (AND THEIR EMPLOYEES), PARTNERS, PRINCIPALS, 

SHAREHOLDERS, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, SUPPLIERS OF ANY TIER (AND THEIR 
EMPLOYEES), AGENTS, AND SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. 

ARTICLE 8 
CHANGES TO THE WORK 

Siemens shall deliver and/or perform the Work in accordance with the Applicable Laws in effect on the 
Effective Date.   No change will be made to the scope of Work unless Buyer and Siemens agree in writing 
to the change and any resulting price, schedule or other contractual modifications associated therewith.  If 
any change to any law, rule, regulation, order, code, standard or requirement impacts Siemens’ obligations 
or performance under this Agreement, Siemens may request a change order for an equitable adjustment 
in the price and time of performance. 

ARTICLE 9 
WARRANTY 

9.1. Warranties.  

Siemens warrants that: (i) the Equipment is free from defects in material and workmanship; (ii) the 
Equipment is in compliance with Siemens' Proposal; and (iii) at the time of delivery, Siemens has title to 
the Equipment free and clear of liens and encumbrances (collectively, the “Warranties").  The Warranties 
do not apply to Software furnished by Siemens.  The sole and exclusive warranties for any Software are 
set forth in the applicable Software License Agreement or Terms of Use to be provided with the Software. 

9.2. Conditions to the Warranties.  

The Warranties are conditioned on:  (i) no repairs, modifications or alterations being made to the Equipment 
other than by Siemens or its authorized representatives; (ii) Buyer handling, using, storing, installing, 
operating and maintaining the Equipment in compliance with any parameters or instructions in any 
specifications attached to, or incorporated into this Agreement; (iii) compliance with all generally accepted 
industry standards; (iv) Buyer discontinuing use of the Equipment after it has, or should have had, 
knowledge of any defect; (v) Buyer providing prompt written notice of any warranty claims within the 
Warranty Period described below; (vi) at Siemens' discretion, Buyer either removing and shipping the 
Equipment or non-conforming part thereof to Siemens, at Buyer's expense, or granting Siemens reasonable 
access to the Equipment to assess the warranty claims; (vii) Equipment not having been subjected to 
accident (including Force Majeure), alteration, abuse or misuse; (viii) Buyer not being in default of any 
payment obligation and (viii) Buyer allowing Siemens the opportunity to review the operating and 
maintenance records relating to the Equipment and the facility it is incorporated into, if applicable. 

9.3. Exclusions from Warranty Coverage.   

The Warranties do not apply to any equipment not provided by Siemens under this Agreement. 
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Any Equipment that is described as being experimental, developmental, prototype, or pilot is specifically 
excluded from the Warranties and is provided to Buyer “as is” with no warranties of any kind.  Normal wear 
and tear is excluded, including any expendable items that comprise part of the Equipment (such as fuses, 
light bulbs and lamps).  Siemens does not warrant or guarantee that any Equipment will be secure from 
cyber threats, hacking or similar malicious activity.  Equipment that is networked, connected to the internet, 
or otherwise connected to computers or other devices must be appropriately protected by Buyer and/or end 
user against unauthorized access. 

9.4. Warranty Period.  

Buyer must provide written notice of any claims for breach of Warranties by the earlier of twelve (12) months 
from initial operation of the Equipment or eighteen (18) months from shipment (“Warranty Period”).  
Additionally, absent written notice within the Warranty Period, any use or possession of the Equipment after 
expiration of the Warranty Period is conclusive evidence that the Warranties have been satisfied. 

9.5 Remedies.  

Buyer's sole and exclusive remedies for breach of the Warranties are limited, at Siemens' discretion, to 
repair or replacement of the Equipment, or its non-conforming parts, within a reasonable time period, or 
refund of all or part of the purchase price applicable to the non-conforming part.  The warranty on repaired 
or replaced parts is limited to the remainder of the original Warranty Period.  Unless Siemens agrees 
otherwise in writing, Buyer will be responsible for any costs associated with:  (i) gaining access to the 
Equipment; (ii) removal, disassembly, replacement, installation, or reinstallation of any equipment, 
materials or structures to permit Siemens to perform its warranty obligations; (iii) transportation to and from 
the Siemens factory or repair facility; and (iv) damage to Equipment components or parts resulting in whole 
or in part from non-compliance by the Buyer with Section 9.2 hereof or from their deteriorated condition.  
All exchanged Equipment replaced under this Warranty will become the property of Siemens. 

9.6 Transferability.  

The Warranties are only transferable during the Warranty Period and only to the Equipment’s initial end-
user. 

9.7 THE WARRANTIES IN THIS ARTICLE 9  ARE SIEMENS' SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE WARRANTIES 
AND ARE SUBJECT TO THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY IN ARTICLE 7 ABOVE.  SIEMENS MAKES NO 
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, COURSE OF DEALING AND 
USAGE OF TRADE. 

ARTICLE 10 
DELAYS; EXCUSED PERFORMANCE 

10.1 Change in Law and Buyer Caused Delay.  

As the Work is performed, conditions may change or circumstances outside Siemens' reasonable control, 
including without limitation, changes of Applicable Law and Buyer Caused Delays, may develop which would 
require Siemens to expend additional costs, effort or time to complete the Work, in which case Siemens will 
notify Buyer and an equitable adjustment will be made to Siemens' Contract Price and Work Schedule pursuant 
to Article 8. In the event conditions or circumstances require the Work to be suspended or terminated, Siemens 
shall be compensated for Work performed and for costs reasonably incurred in connection with the suspension 
or termination. 
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10.2  Force Majeure.   

If Siemens’ performance is delayed by any cause beyond its reasonable control (regardless of whether the 
cause was foreseeable), including without limitation acts of God, strikes, labor shortage or disturbance, fire, 
accident, war or civil disturbance, delays of carriers, cyber-attacks, terrorist attacks, failure of normal 
sources of supply, or acts or inaction of government (“Force Majeure Event”), Siemens’ time of performance 
will be extended by a period equal to the length of the delay plus any consequences of the delay, and 
Siemens will get its reasonable costs for such extension of time pursuant to Article 8.  Siemens will notify 
Buyer within a reasonable time after becoming aware of any such delay.  

If Siemens is entirely prevented from performing the Work for a time period of one hundred eighty (180) 
aggregate days as a result of the occurrence of a Force Majeure Event suffered by Siemens, then either 
Party may terminate this Agreement with respect to the Work  that has  not been performed by the effective 
date of such termination at no cost or penalty, other than Buyer’s obligation to pay Siemens either (a) the 
sum set forth in the termination payment schedule if applicable, or (b) that  portion of the Contract Price 
reflecting the amount of Work performed, man hours expended and materials acquired at the date of 
termination. These charges will also include the expenses associated with the termination, including, but 
not limited to, any additional expense incurred by reason of termination or cancellation of agreements 
between Siemens and its suppliers, and any applicable cost allocated in contemplation of performance.   If 
the Agreement is terminated pursuant to this Section 10.2, then Siemens’ remaining warranty and 
performance guarantee obligations shall automatically terminate. 

              ARTICLE 11 
INSURANCE 

11.1 Siemens’ Insurance Coverage. 

(a) Siemens shall maintain in full force and effect the following insurance coverage and limits 
specified below commencing ten (10) days after Buyer’s issuance of a Notice to Proceed 
and continuing until the Final Completion Date.  Siemens shall provide Buyer applicable 
insurance certificates of such coverage prior to the shipment of any Equipment to the 
Project Site or the commencement of any Work at the Project Site. The required limits of 
insurance may be satisfied with any combination of primary and excess coverage. 

(b) Siemens or Siemens’ insurance carrier shall endeavor to provide Buyer with thirty (30) 
days’ prior notice of cancellation, termination or material alteration of any insurance 
coverage set forth in this Article 11.  In addition, Siemens’ insurance shall be maintained 
with insurance companies having an A.M. Best rating of “A-“ or better and a financial size 
category of “VII” or higher (or a comparable rating by any other rating entity reasonably 
acceptable to Buyer and evidenced by Buyer’s written confirmation, which acceptance shall 
not be unreasonably withheld).   

(c) Siemens has the responsibility and obligation to procure and maintain the following 
insurance policies: 

(i) Workers’ Compensation Insurance in accordance with Applicable Laws and 
regulations applicable to the jurisdiction in which the Work is performed; 

(ii) Employer’s Liability Insurance with a limit of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
accident, per employee for occupational disease, and in the aggregate for 
occupational disease; 

(iii) Commercial General Liability Insurance with coverage written for bodily injury and 
broad form property damage on an “occurrence” basis with a limit of One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence and Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) 
aggregate.  This policy shall include blanket contractual coverage, railroad 
protective liability coverage, and coverage for premises, operations, explosion, 
collapse and underground (XCU) hazards, and products/completed operations.  
Siemens shall name Buyer as an additional insured to the extent bodily injury 
(including death) or third-party property damage results from the negligent acts or 
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omissions of Siemens or Siemens’ Subcontractors and require that this policy 
contain a “separation of insureds” clause. 

11.2 Subcontractor’s Insurance Coverage. 

Siemens shall require its Subcontractors performing Work at the Project Site to maintain the types, 
coverage and limits of insurance which are reasonable in accordance with prudent industry practice and 
commensurate with the Work to be performed by such Subcontractor. 

11.3 Waiver of Rights.  

In regard to insurance maintained by either Party, including any property insurance, each such Party hereby 
waives, for itself and its insurers, all rights of recovery and subrogation which may arise against the other 
Party and its Affiliates as a result of a payment made by an insurer. 

ARTICLE 12 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Siemens shall retain all intellectual property rights in the Deliverables.   Upon receipt of all fees, expenses 
and taxes due in respect of the relevant Work, Siemens grants to the Buyer a non-transferable, non-
exclusive, royalty-free license to copy and use the documents included in or with the Deliverables for their 
intended purpose only.  If the Deliverables include Software, then  Buyer agrees to take delivery of such 
Software subject to any applicable Siemens or third-party end-user license agreement (EULA) 
accompanying such Software, or if no EULA or third-party license accompanies such Siemens’ Software, 
the EULA posted at www.usa.siemens.com/btcpseula (SIEMENS’ EULA web site) for such Siemens 
Software. 

ARTICLE 13 
DEFAULT, TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION 

13.1 Events of Default.  

The occurrence of any one or more of the following events shall constitute an Event of Default by a Party  
hereunder: 

(a) A Party makes a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors, is generally unable to pay its
debts as they become due, or becomes the subject of any voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy,
insolvency, arrangement, reorganization or other debtor relief proceeding under any Applicable
Laws and, in the case of an involuntary proceeding  instituted against a Party by a third party, the
proceeding is not dismissed or stayed within forty-five (45) days after it is commenced;

(b) With regard to Buyer, Buyer fails to pay to Siemens any required payment, which failure continues
for ten (10) days after receipt of written notice thereof from Siemens;

(c) A Party has made a material misrepresentation under the Agreement that is likely to have a material
adverse effect on its ability to perform its obligations hereunder, and such representation is not
made true within thirty (15) days after receipt of written notice thereof from the other Party; or

(d) A Party is otherwise in material default of any provision of this Agreement or has materially failed
to perform its obligations under this Agreement, provided that if such material default of this
Agreement or material failure to perform this Agreement can be cured within a commercially
reasonable timeframe, the defaulting Party shall be permitted such period of time within which to
accomplish such cure, so long as the Party commences such cure efforts within thirty (30) days
after written notice from the other Party and thereafter diligently proceeds to complete such cure
within such time period.

Upon the occurrence and during the continuation of any Event of Default hereunder, the non-defaulting 
Party, in addition to its right to pursue any other remedy given under the Agreement, shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement upon not less than five (5) days prior written notice to the defaulting Party (a 
“Termination for Cause”).  A Termination for Cause shall be effective upon the sixth (6th) day following 
delivery of the notice with respect thereto.   

http://www.usa.siemens.com/btcpseula
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13.2 Termination for Buyer’s Convenience.  

In addition to any other termination rights available to Buyer under this Agreement, Buyer shall have the 
right to terminate the delivery of Work due to the economic unfeasibility of the Project for Buyer upon fifteen 
(15) days prior written notice to Siemens. Buyer shall pay Siemens either (a) the sum set forth in the
termination payment schedule if applicable, or (b) that portion of the Contract Price reflecting the amount
of Work performed, man hours expended and materials acquired at the date of termination. These charges
will also include the expenses associated with the termination, including, but not limited to, any additional
expense incurred by reason of termination or cancellation of agreements between Siemens and its
suppliers and Subcontractors, and any applicable cost allocated in contemplation of performance (the
“Convenience Termination Payment”). All payments of the Contract Price made by Buyer and received by
Siemens prior to the date of termination shall be credited toward the Convenience Termination Payment.
Siemens shall submit an invoice to Buyer for the Convenience Termination Payment and Buyer shall pay
such invoice by wire transfer within thirty (30) days after the date of such invoice.  If the Agreement is
terminated by Buyer pursuant to this Section 13.2, then Siemens’ remaining warranty and performance
guarantee obligations shall also automatically terminate.

ARTICLE 14 
INDEMNITIES 

Siemens and Buyer (each as an “Indemnitor”) shall indemnify the other (“Indemnitee”) from and against all 
third party claims alleging bodily injury, death or damage to a third party’s tangible property, but only to the 
extent caused by the Indemnitor’s negligent acts or omissions.  If the injury or damage is caused by the 
parties’ joint or contributory negligence, the loss and/or expenses shall be borne by each party in proportion 
to its degree of fault.  No part of the Equipment(s) or Buyer’s Project Site is considered third party property. 

Indemnitee shall provide the Indemnitor with prompt written notice of and shall not acknowledge any third 
party claims covered by this Article 14.  Indemnitor has the unrestricted right to select and hire counsel and 
the exclusive right to conduct the legal defense and/or settle the claim on the Indemnitee’s behalf.  The 
Indemnitee shall not make any admission(s) which might be prejudicial to the Indemnitor and shall not enter 
into a settlement without the express permission of the Indemnitor. 

ARTICLE 15 
REPRESENTATIONS 

Each Party represents that on the Effective Date: 

(a) Organization and Corporate Action.

Siemens is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the
laws of the State of Delaware and is qualified to do business in the jurisdictions in which
the Project is located.   Buyer is as identified in the Proposal and is duly organized, validly
existing and in good standing under the laws of the State or Commonwealth identified in
the Proposal.  Each Party has all necessary power and authority to execute, deliver and
perform its obligations under this Agreement; the execution, delivery and performance by
the Party  of this Agreement have been duly authorized by all necessary action on its part;
and this Agreement has been duly and validly executed and delivered by the Party and
constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the Party enforceable in accordance
with its terms, except as the enforceability thereof may be limited by bankruptcy,
insolvency, reorganization,  moratorium or other similar laws relating to the enforcement of
creditors’ rights generally and by general equitable principles.

(b) No Violation of Law; Litigation.

It is not in violation of any Applicable Laws or judgment entered by any Governmental
Authority which violations, individually or in the aggregate, would materially and adversely
affect its performance of any of its obligations under this Agreement.  There are no legal
or arbitration proceedings or any proceeding by or before any Governmental Authority now
pending or (to the best knowledge of the Party) threatened against the Party which, if
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adversely determined, could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on 
the ability of the Party  to perform under this Agreement. 

(c) No Breach.

None of the execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the
transactions herein contemplated or compliance with the terms and provisions hereof and
thereof shall conflict with or result in a breach of, or require any consent under, the charter
or by-laws of the Party, or any Applicable Laws or regulation, order, writ, injunction or
decree of any court, or any agreement or instrument to which the Party  is a party, or by
which it is bound, or to which it is subject, or constitute a default under any such agreement
or instrument.

ARTICLE 16 
PATENT AND COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

Siemens will, at its option and expense, defend or settle any suit or proceeding brought against Buyer 
based on an allegation that any Equipment or use thereof for its intended purpose constitutes an 
infringement of any Patent Cooperation Treaty country member’s patent or misappropriation of a third 
party’s trade secret or copyright in the country where the Equipment is delivered by Siemens.  Buyer will 
promptly give Siemens written notice of the suit or proceeding and the authority, information, and assistance 
needed to defend the claims.  Buyer shall not acknowledge any such third-party proceedings defined under 
this Article 16.  Siemens shall have the full and exclusive authority to defend and settle such claim(s) and 
will pay the damages and costs awarded in any suit or proceeding so defended.  Buyer shall not make any 
admission(s) which might be prejudicial to Siemens and shall not enter into a settlement without Siemens’ 
written consent. Siemens is not responsible for any settlement made without its prior written consent.  If the 
Equipment, or any part thereof, as a result of any suit or proceeding so defended is held to constitute 
infringement, or its use by Buyer is enjoined, Siemens will, at its option and expense, either:  (i) procure for 
Buyer the right to continue using said Equipment; (ii) replace it with substantially equivalent non-infringing 
Equipment; or (iii) modify the Equipment so it is non-infringing. 

Siemens will have no duty or obligation under this Article 16 if the Equipment is:  (i) supplied according to 
Buyer's design or instructions and compliance therewith has caused Siemens to deviate from its normal 
course of performance; (ii) modified by Buyer or its contractors after delivery; or (iii) combined by Buyer or 
its contractors with devices, methods, systems or processes not furnished hereunder and by reason of said 
design, instruction, modification, or combination a suit is brought against Buyer.  In addition, if by reason of 
such design, instruction, modification or combination, a suit or proceeding is brought against Siemens, 
Buyer must protect Siemens in the same manner and to the same extent that Siemens has agreed to 
protect Buyer under this Article 16. 

THIS ARTICLE 16 IS AN EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF SIEMENS’ DUTIES AND BUYER’S REMEDIES 
RELATING TO PATENTS, TRADE SECRETS AND COPYRIGHTS, AND DIRECT OR CONTRIBUTORY 
INFRINGEMENT THEREOF. 

ARTICLE 17 
CONFIDENTIALITY 

Both during and for a period of ten (10) years after the term of this Agreement, the parties will: (i) treat as 
confidential all information obtained from the disclosing party, and (ii) use such confidential information for 
its intended purpose only. Confidential information includes all information compiled or generated by the 
disclosing party under this Agreement for the receiving party, including but not limited to business 
information, manufacturing schedule information, technical data, drawings, flow charts, program listings, 
software, plans and projections.  Neither party may disclose or refer to the work to be performed under this 
Agreement in any manner that identifies the other party without advance written permission.  However, 
Siemens has the right to share confidential information with its Affiliates and subcontractors, provided those 
recipients are subject to the same confidentiality obligations set forth herein. 

Nothing in this Agreement requires a party to treat as confidential any information which:  (i) is or becomes 
generally known to the public, without the fault of the receiving party; (ii) is disclosed to the receiving party, 
without obligation of confidentiality, by a third party having the right to make such disclosure; (iii) was 
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previously known to the receiving party, without obligation of confidentiality, which fact can be demonstrated 
by means of documents which are in the possession of the receiving party upon the date of this Agreement; 
(iv) was independently developed by receiving party or its representatives, as evidenced by written records, 
without the use of discloser’s confidential information; or (v) is required to be disclosed by law, except to 
the extent eligible for special treatment under an appropriate protective order, provided that the party 
required to disclose by law will promptly advise the originating party of any requirement to make such 
disclosure to allow the originating party the opportunity to obtain a protective order and assist the originating 
party in so doing.

Within thirty (30) days from the effective date of termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 10,2, 
13.1 or  13.2 , Buyer shall either (a) return to Siemens any of Siemens’ confidential information which had 
been in Buyer’s possession (excluding this Agreement), or (b) certify to Siemens that all of Siemens’ 
confidential information which had been in Buyer’s possession has been destroyed.    

ARTICLE 18 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

18.1 Entire Agreement.  

This agreement, including the Proposal and all Exhibits thereto (the “Agreement”) contains the entire 
understanding of the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior and/or 
contemporaneous agreements and commitments with respect thereto.  There are no other understandings, 
oral or written, nor other terms or conditions and neither Party has relied upon any representation, express 
or implied, not contained in this Agreement.  Any modification to the Agreement must be in writing and 
executed by both Parties. 

18.2  Applicable Law and Jurisdiction. 

This Agreement is governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State or Commonwealth 
where the Project Site is located, without regard to its conflict of laws principles.  The application of the 
United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is excluded.  BOTH SIEMENS 
AND BUYER KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND IRREVOCABLY WAIVE ALL RIGHTS TO A JURY TRIAL 
IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING RELATED IN ANY WAY TO THIS AGREEMENT.  Each Party agrees 
that claims and disputes arising out of this Agreement must be decided exclusively in a federal or state court 
of competent jurisdiction located in a State or Commonwealth in which the Project Site is located.  Each Party 
submits to the personal jurisdiction of such courts for the purpose of litigating any claims or disputes. 

18.3 Notice.  

All notices, reports, demands, claims, elections, requests and other official communications required or 
permitted by this Agreement or by law to be served upon or given to a Party by the other Party shall be in 
writing signed by the Party giving such notice and shall be deemed duly served, given to and received by 
the other Party when delivered by first class registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid, or by a nationally recognized courier, in each case addressed to those respective representatives 
of each Party as identified in the Proposal. 

The Parties, by like notice in writing, may designate, from time to time, another address, addressee or office 
to which notices shall be delivered pursuant to this Agreement, which change of address shall become 
effective five (5) Business Days after delivery of such Notice. 

18.4 No Rights in Third Parties. 

Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, this Agreement and all rights hereunder are intended for 
the sole benefit of the Parties and shall not imply or create any rights on the part of, or obligations to, any 
other Person, except as specifically provided herein with respect to Subcontractors. 

18.5  Compliance with Laws. 

The Parties agree to comply with all Applicable Laws, including but not limited to those relating to the 
manufacture, purchase, resale, exportation, transfer, assignment or use of the Equipment. 
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18.6 Conflicting Provisions.     

In the event of any inconsistencies in this Agreement, the following order of precedence in the interpretation 
hereof or resolution of such conflict hereunder shall prevail:  

(1) Duly authorized and executed Scope Change Orders and written amendments to the Agreement 
executed by both Parties, with the latest ones having precedence over the earlier ones;  

(2) This Agreement.  

Any differing or additional terms and conditions in any purchase order or other document are of no force 
and effect unless specifically accepted in writing by the Parties. Siemens’ failure to object to any such 
additional, different or conflicting terms does not operate as a waiver of the terms of this Agreement.  

18.7 No Partnership Created.   

Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as constituting a joint venture or partnership 
between Siemens and Buyer. 

18.8 Captions; Shortened Names for Convenience.   

The captions contained in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and in no way define, 
describe, extend or limit the scope of intent of this Agreement or the intent of any provision contained herein.  
Similarly, the references to “Buyer” and “Siemens” in this Agreement are shorthand used for convenience 
only. 

18.9 Counterparts and Facsimile Execution.   

This Agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts and each counterpart shall represent a fully 
executed original as if signed by both Parties, with all such counterparts together constituting but one and 
the same instrument.  Facsimile or electronic pdf signatures of the Parties shall be deemed to constitute 
original signatures and executed facsimile copies hereof shall be deemed to constitute duplicate originals.   

18.10 Joint Effort.   

Preparation of the Agreement has been a joint effort of the Parties and the resulting document shall not 
be construed more severely against one of the Parties than against the other.  Each Party represents that 
it has obtained the professional advice (including legal, tax and accounting advice on Applicable Laws 
and regulations) as it has deemed appropriate or convenient. 

18.11 Appendixes.   

All appendixes, attachments, or exhibits referenced in this Agreement shall be incorporated into this 
Agreement by such reference and shall be deemed to be an integral part of this Agreement. 

18.12 Non-Waiver.   

Any waiver by a Party of strict compliance with this Agreement must be in writing, and any failure by the Parties 
to require strict compliance in one instance will not waive its right to insist on strict compliance thereafter. 

18.13 Modification of Terms. 

This Agreement may only be modified by a written instrument signed by authorized representatives of both 
Parties. 

18.14 Assignment.   

Neither Party may assign all or part of this Agreement, or any rights or obligations under this Agreement, 
without the prior written consent of the other; but either Party may assign its rights and obligations, without 
recourse or consent, to any parent, wholly owned subsidiary, or Affiliate or Affiliate’s successor organization 
(whether as a result of reorganization, restructuring or sale of substantially all of a party’s assets).  However, 
Buyer shall not assign this Agreement to: a competitor of Siemens; an entity in litigation with Siemens; or an 
entity lacking the financial capability to satisfy Buyer’s obligations.  Any assignee expressly assumes the 
performance of any obligation assigned.  Siemens may grant a security interest in this Agreement and/or assign 
proceeds of this Agreement without Buyer’s consent. 
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18.15  Severability.   

If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the remaining provisions will not in 
any way be affected or impaired.  A court may modify the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision to reflect, 
as closely as possible, the Parties’ original intent. 

18.16  Survival.   

The articles titled “Patent and Copyright Infringement,” “Limitation of Liability,” “Confidentiality,” “Title and 
Risk of Loss,” “Indemnitees,” and “Export/Import Compliance,”” survive termination, expiration or 
cancellation of this Agreement. 

 

 



Type Labor/Branch Tier US Sourcewell Rate OT Rates DT Rates Hours Price
FIS Service Specialist-Miami 1 $180.40 $270.60 $360.80 222.73 $40,180.49
FIS Service Project Manager-Miami 1 $215.32 $322.98 $430.64 132.17 $28,458.84
FIS Engineer-Miami 1 $151.30 $226.95 $302.60 124.97 $18,907.96
FIS Service Specialist-Miami 1 $180.40 $270.60 $360.80 96.14 $17,343.66

Labor Subtotal: $104,890.95

Bus Line Part Number Manufacturer Description Sourcewell
$

Quantity Total COO

FIRE S54430-B10-A1 SIEMENS D-MOD-250-ZIC8B-EP  DESIGO MODLR ZIC-8B $4,228.65 1 $4,228.65 US
FIRE 500-033240 SIEMENS NIC-C  NETWORK INTERFACE CARD $488.11 1 $488.11 US
FIRE 500-035100 SIEMENS DAC-NET DIG AUDIO CARD-NETWORK $938.60 1 $938.60 US
FIRE 500-034120 SIEMENS PSX-12 FINAL ASSY $913.40 1 $913.40 MY
FIRE 500-033390 SIEMENS PTB POWER TERMINATION BOARD $139.05 1 $139.05 MY
FIRE S54431-B4-A1 SIEMENS MLC  MXL LINE CARD FOR XLS $892.08 6 $5,352.48 MX
FIRE S54430-B8-A1 SIEMENS XDLC  FIELD DEVICE INTERFACE CARD $750.63 3 $2,251.89 MX
FIRE 500-648670 SIEMENS ZIC-8B ZONE INDICATING CARD $692.64 2 $1,385.28 US
FIRE 500-035600 SIEMENS ZAM-180 ZONE AMP MOD 180 WATT $1,594.94 2 $3,189.88 US
FIRE 500-035300 SIEMENS AIC AUDIO INPUT CARD [S24235-B2-A2] $721.96 1 $721.96 US
FIRE S54430-B5-A1 SIEMENS XDMC  XLS DIGITAL MESSAGE CARD $735.35 1 $735.35 US
FIRE 500-034090 SIEMENS LVM LIVE VOICE MODULE PKG D $656.32 1 $656.32 US
FIRE 500-035200 SIEMENS LPB LOCAL PAGE BOARD $469.64 1 $469.64 US
FIRE 500-633037 SIEMENS CC-5 MODULE CARDCAGE PKG $299.04 3 $897.12 MY
FIRE 500-033040 SIEMENS SCM-8 SWITCH CONTROL MODULE $196.89 3 $590.67 US
FIRE 599-634214 SIEMENS CCL CAN CABLE PLANNING BILL $15.28 1 $15.28 US
FIRE 599-633997 SIEMENS BCL 60PIN CABLE PLANNING BILL $75.83 3 $227.49 US
FIRE 555-135860 SIEMENS PMI-S 60-PIN BUS CABLE $93.68 1 $93.68 US
FIRE S54430-K4-A1 SIEMENS PSC-ISO-CBL  60 PIN MULTI-PS PMI CBL ASS $75.83 1 $75.83 US
FIRE 500-033320 SIEMENS BCM BLANK PLATE SCM $113.44 1 $113.44 US
FIRE 500-633028 SIEMENS ID-SP SINGLE BLANK PLATE INNER $49.70 5 $248.50 US
FIRE 500-633027 SIEMENS ID-MP MTG PLATE CONTROL MODULE $187.98 1 $187.98 US
FIRE 500-633016 SIEMENS OD-LP OUTER DOOR LENS PLATE $41.32 2 $82.64 US
FIRE 500-633018 SIEMENS OD-GP OUTER DOOR GRILL PLATE $79.00 2 $158.00 US
FIRE 500-633017 SIEMENS OD-BP OUTER DOOR BLANK PLATE $49.70 2 $99.40 US
FIRE 500-633012 SIEMENS CAB-MP MOUNTING PLATE $60.54 6 $363.24 US
FIRE S54430-C9-A1 SIEMENS XLS MLE-6 ENCLOSURE ADAPTER $1,163.55 2 $2,327.10 US
FIRE S54430-K1-A1 SIEMENS INCLUDES LONG 60 PIN, CAN & GROUND STRA $187.98 1 $187.98 US
FIRE 175-083898 SIEMENS BATT_24V_55AH MIN._SLA_2 BATT $483.60 1 $483.60 CN
FIRE 175-083897 SIEMENS BATT KIT PKG_BTX-1_2 BATT_24V_33AH MIN. $356.94 1 $356.94 CN
FIRE 500-034170 SIEMENS SSD SYSTEM STATUS DISPLAY $656.32 1 $656.32 US
FIRE S54430-Z14-A1 SIEMENS RCC-1 ENCLOSURE ADAPTER FOR XLS SSD $295.67 1 $295.67 US
FIRE 500-033400 SIEMENS HMS-D (FIREFINDER-XLS) $100.93 27 $2,725.11 CN
FIRE S54320-F6-A1 SIEMENS FDOT421  MULTI-SENSOR SMOKE DETECTOR $45.77 409 $18,719.93 CN
FIRE S54320-F5-A1 SIEMENS FDT421  HEAT DETECTOR $40.64 37 $1,503.68 CN
FIRE 500-094151 SIEMENS DB-11 DETECTOR BASE ASSY $7.72 143 $1,103.96 US
FIRE S54370-F12-A1 SIEMENS DB2-HR RELAY BASE $31.52 75 $2,364.00 CN
FIRE S54320-F14-A1 SIEMENS ABHW-4S  AUDIBLE BASE $48.51 191 $9,265.41 CN
FIRE S54319-B23-A1 SIEMENS DUCT HOUSING WITH RELAY $119.03 22 $2,618.66 US
FIRE S54320-F4-A1 SIEMENS FDO421  SMOKE DETECTOR $41.92 22 $922.24 CN
FIRE 500-649712 SIEMENS SAMPLING TUBE (5.0 FOOT) $24.08 22 $529.76 US
FIRE S54370-B7-A1 SIEMENS TSM-1X  INTEL TEST SW WALL PLT & ISOLTR $60.47 22 $1,330.34 CN
FIRE S54370-B4-A1 SIEMENS XTRI-M  MINI INPUT MON MOD,BLT-IN ISOLTR $42.76 6 $256.56 CN
FIRE S54370-B3-A1 SIEMENS XTRI-S  SINGLE INPUT MON MOD W/ISOLATOR $48.81 32 $1,561.92 CN
FIRE S54370-B2-A1 SIEMENS XTRI-D  DUAL INPUT MON MOD WITH ISOLATOR $63.50 22 $1,397.00 CN
FIRE S54370-B1-A1 SIEMENS XTRI-R  RELAY VERSION $63.50 12 $762.00 CN
FIRE 500-034860 SIEMENS HCP INTELLIGENT CONTROL POINT $98.82 4 $395.28 CN
FIRE S54329-F43-A2 SIEMENS SLSPSWR-F  SPK/ST,WALL,RED,FIRE $76.72 50 $3,836.00 MX
FIRE S54329-F25-A1 SIEMENS SLSWR-F  ST,WALL,RED,FIRE $42.22 4 $168.88 MX
SEC DTK-TSS1 DITEK 120VAC PWR AND 10 PRS OF SLC/ IDC/NAC $563.47 3 $1,690.41 US

On Contract Materials Subtotal: $80,082.63

Bus Line Part Number Manufacturer Description MSRP/ List Price Discount % Sourcewell
$

Quantity Total COO

Open Market Materials Subtotal: $0.00

Subcontractor Item Description Cost Markup Sourcewell
$

Quantity Total COO
Subcontractor Labor, materials Install fire alarm system $66,950.00 1.55 $103,772.50 1 $103,772.50 N/a
Subcontractor Consultant Permit Drawings Signed & Sealed. $1,000.00 1.65 $1,650.00 1 $1,650.00 N/a

P&P Bond Performance and Payment Bond $1,434.05 1.00 $1,434.05 1 $1,434.05 N/a
Other Allowable Costs Subtotal: $106,856.55

Labor $104,890.95
On Contract Materials $80,082.63

Open Market Materials $0.00
Other  costs $106,856.55

Customer discount -$14,621.08
TOTAL 030421-SIE PRICE: $277,209.05

OPEN MARKET MATERIALS

OTHER COSTS

TOTAL CUSTOMER PRICE

Siemens Sourcewell Contract #030421-SIE Facility Security, Fire, and BAU Systems
City of Pembroke Pines, ID# 115183

LABOR

MATERIALS LISTED ON THE SOURCEWELL CONTRACT PRICING SPREADSHEET
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